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MR. TIMOTHY F. HARRIS: We have an excellent panelof individualswho have
experience in this area and severalof whom have written practice notes in this area.
Our first speakeris going to be KarenBender. Karenwas a qualifiedhealth actuary
before she became an ASA. For those of you who don't know what a qualified
health actuary is, this is someonewho is with a Blue Cross/BlueShieldorganization
and has passeda specialtest to become a member of the Academy. Karen has been
an employee of EmployersHealth Insurance,a Lincolnsubsidiary,for f_/e years, and
Karen and her company concentrate on small-grouphealth insurance. Karenis on the
Practice Notes Committee and has written a practice note on the material she plans
to cover.

MS. KAREN BENDER: In trying to figureout exactly what we haveto do and how
we are supposedto do it, it was very different for small-groupmedical, in particular,
when we talk about the standardsand cash-flow testing. This is something that we
didn't used to have to do at all. I hope this sessionwill help, and you won't feel
quite so overwhelmed.

I had the opportunityto help developthat practice note for the small-groupmedical.
At present, thingsare stillin what I would call a preliminarystage. They're under-
going the peer review process. So, if you have some strong feelingsabout any
particularitem, feel free to contact the American Academy of Actuaries.

The purposeof the practice noteswas to assist the actuarieswho do prepare
statements of opinionsfor companiesthat have small-groupmedical insurance. I also
wanted to give you some examplesof some common approachesthat can be used
and identify itemsfor considerationin developingyour opinions. It's also important to
know what the practice notes are not. These are not bindingon any actuarial
organizations. They are solely to be a support for you. They're intended to be used
as a supplement. They simplydo not carry the weight that the standards of practice
do. Also, these notes shouldbe considereddynamic, especiaUyin small-group
medical, for any of you who specializein it.

The wodd is changingvery rapidly. We tried to developthese notes in such a format
that they couldreallyadapt to this changingworld.

This is just one source for the valuationactuary. Obviously,other sources are the
Actuarial Standardsof Practice(ASPs), which we make referenceto in this praclice
note. It's important that we don't forget to use the sourceof profits (SOPs).
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There are other practice notes pertaining to other specific health products, depending
upon your particular situation or your particular way of rating, such as applicable laws
and regulations and papers by the American Academy of Actuaries and the Society of
Actuaries. There are papers right now from the American Academy of Actuaries on
community rating for those of you who may be in states that are requiring commu-
nity rating. Also, there is the duration study for small group that was put out by the
Society of Actuaries.

Well, the scope of the practice note was to cover valuation issues specifically related
to determining adequate reserve levels for asset adequacy for small-group medical
insurance coverages. To make sure that everyone was on the same wavelength, we
wanted to make sure that we defined what we meant by small-group medical
business, and what we were limiting our scope to.

DEFINrrlONS

This note was to cover comprehensive medical plans that were often sold with
various ancillary benefits such as term life, short-term disability, prescription drugs,
dental, and vision. Essentially we were covering medical plans of a short duration.
The note does not cover term life, or group term life.

The note also did not specifically address the HMO rage or implications of dual or
triple option. Some of the things that we may say here may have application for
those plans but were not specifically included in this practice note. Even deciding
what a small group was can be a challenge. Each company may have its own
definition. But we tried to limit the scope of this practice note to near what the
various states are doing. So, many states have passed small-group reform law. And
they have defined small group as up to 25 employees, although some had gone up to
50, and I know at least one state that has gone up to 60 employees. It's important
to note that these laws refer to employees and not necessarily the number of people
you have insured.

Some of the issues are going to be state specific. Some of the issues addressed are
appropriate for any size case as long as the insurance company is not using experi-
ence to generate the rates for that particular case. These notes definitely are not
applicable to any kind of self-funding.

Next are the definitions that we used for reserve and liability. We limited the note to
statutory reserves. We do not get into GAAP or tax reserves. Most of the definitions
have traditional definitions. We discuss claim reserves, essentially incurred but not
reported (IBNR) claims, unearned premium reserves due, and unpaid premium assets.
When we talk about health reform, we're referring to such items as health premium
restrictions, minimum loss ratios that are required in some states, guarantee issues,
portability of coverage, and the potential of assessments in different states.

The first item that we addressed was minimum IBNR reserve contingency margins.
It's clear to us that in the ASP No. 5 that it implies an establishment of a contingency
margin for the IBNR reserve. One can do this implicitly, via conservative assumptions
or explicitly. If you do it explicitly, obviously you will have a little better idea of the
quantity and the magnitude of the margin that was established. We felt that it was
important that we establish the reserves in such a way that the probability of having
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redundant reserves was greater than the probability of having deficient reserves.
Also, according to the ASP No. 5, we need to review the adequacy of the current
methodology. There was really nothing new there, and all of us have probably been
doing that for a long time.

STANDARD VALUATION LAW AND SECTION 7 OPINIONS
In general, the Section 7 opinioncallsfor the actuary to perform an analysisof
reservesnot unlikewhat was done before with the introductionof the new standard

valuationlaw. It does not requirereservesto be reviewed in lightof adequacy of
assets. Valuationactuariesstillneed to comply with various ASPs, and they also
have to determinethat the company qualifiesfor a Section 7.

And this last one came about as a resultof ValuationActuary Symposium in San
Francisco. The speakersnoted that an actuary does not opineon the reserve or asset
adequacy, but only to the state's minimum legal standards. When I was doing the
research for my company in 1992 to do the opinion, I discovered that most states
minimum reserves for accident and health lines are only the unearned premium
reserves. But if the actuary is not going to opine regarding the adequacy of the IBNR
for the Section 7 opinion, it's my opinion that the actuaries should make clear that
they have not done an adequacy test on the IBNR reserve.

Now, in Sen Francisco, they also indicated that there were at least two states that
had adopted verbiage requiring "adequate reserves." Section 7 options would require
the actuary opine that reserves were adequate. We're domiciled in Wisconsin.
Wisconsin happened to be one of the states that had passed that revised law. I'm
not sure what the other state is. My company is not eligible for a Section 7 opinion,
so I have not made as much research effort for the Section 7 opinion.

The Section 8 opinion is for cash-flow testing. ASP No. 14 refers to cash-flow
testing, and it's normally applicable to interest sensitive products. Now, here's where
the error occurs: the small-group medical is more vulnerable to C-2 risk, or the
insurance risks due to adverse variation in claim experience, not as much to the
interest rate. If cash-flow testing was performed, the opinion may be stronger.
However, cash flow in the traditionalsense may not be necessary for small-group
medical. There may be other methods more appropriate.

ASP No. 14, Section 5 does refer to the fact that cash-flow testing may not be
necessary if the actuary can demonstrate that a block of business is relatively
insensitive to influences such as changes in economic conditions. The practice note
isolates changes in investment income from changes in general medical inflation.
There's no question that small group is very sensitive to medical inflation, but it's not
really as sensitiveto changes in investment income.

So, how do you demonstrate that small-group medical is insensitive to investment
income? Here are a couple of ways that we thought you might be able to do that.
One is to show that the premium structure is sufficient without consideration of
investment income to find incurred claims. Another is to do a comparison of net

premium to incurred claims for the past several years. At our company, we segregate
net premiums versus gross premiums, so we are able to track the net premiums. If
your company does that, that would be easier to do. Consider comparison of
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investment income to the total premiums for the past several years. Obviously, the
lower that percentage, the less sensitive it is to investment income changes. Or
demonstrate that changesin interest rate assumptionsin gross premium valuation
does not impact the conclusion.

If you're not going to do cash-flow testing, then what do you do? ASP No. 22
inferred you could do the following: (1) Probably the most practical approach would
be to do a gross premium valuation coupled with a review of assets, but not neces-
sarily a projection of asset cash flow, and (2) another acceptable methodology would
be to do a traditional claim liability development like you always have done. You
could use the loss ratio approach, or how ever you do your development, you still
need it coupled with the review of the assets. That's extremely important. Maybe
you have other analytical tests regarding the active life and premium adequacy test
that would be helpful to you. It is important for you to examine the assets that are
allocated to small-group medical in terms of quality, duration, and liquidity. You must
ensure that all the junk assets, although I assume none of us have any junk assets,
it's just in case you do have some junk assets, are not alt allocated to the small
group, Obviously, this is more important in multiline companies.

When should a gross premium valuation be performed to demonstrate reserve
adequacy? We felt that the main reason to perform gross premium valuation was
that there was reason to believe that the current premium structure may be inade-
quate to support future liabilities and that the current premium structure will not or
cannot be changed in sufficient time or magnitude to support the future liabilities of
the product. We felt both of these were important. The small-group medical
historically has been able to change the magnitude of premium levels very rapidly to
correct any inaccuracies in our pricing. This has cushioned us maybe from the need
to do both premium valuations and some of the traditional testing.

There are considerations affecting the need to perform gross premium valuations: (1)
the ability to implement changes in the current premium structure; (2) the timeliness
of the implementation of changes to the current premium structure and any of your
own internal system limitations, and that can be twofold; (3) statutory limitations to
premium levels or loss ratios (conversions) - some states require conversion loss
ratios to be in excess of 100% or 120%; (4) the ability to withdraw from a particular
market; (5) the rate guarantee period, which may be contractual or by regulation; and
(6) the management reports, i.e., the ability of the company to track the actual/-
expected, or experience by product. The better the reports coupled with a history of
reacting to the reports, the less need for a gross premium valuation.

I'm now going to discuss a list of the risk components that could be considered when
doing a gross premium valuation. Many of these are obvious, and I'm not going to
go through allof the items. Reforms may magnify the need for gross premium
valuations.

In a gross premium valuation, you adjust many of the risk components as you
develop your model. What's nice about this premium valuation is that it will enable
you to test the sensitivity of any one of these components, ff you're doing a gross
premium valuation, there is a little idiosyncracy about which you must be aware. For
valuation purposes, reserves,and liability need to be established as if in-force business
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is a self-supporting ongoing concern. What this means is you cannot use any
assumptionsregardingnew businesswhen doing your gross premiumvaluation.
Most of us, when we're doing our modeling, are doing a pricingvaluationassuming
that we're going to have a certain amount of new businessto support the block.
That is not acceptable for valuationpurposes. A couple of actuariesof different
insurancedepartments are adamant that you do not use any new businessassump-
tions. Other considerationsare that it may be appropriateto complete a gross
premium valuationseparatelyfor the same types of business. We are allowed to
subsidizeone type of businessby another. There's certainly nothing inappropriatein
doing so. You must scrutinizethat when you're doing so. And, a common one is
conversion. I think most of us use in-force businessto subsidizeourconversion block
of business. Even if you pulledout of the medical market, you would still have to
have that conversionbusiness. It is not self-supporting. I wanted to share that with
you. If you're going to use one to subsidizethe other, that the assumptionsare
appropriate. But the opinionis in aggregate, that's when you can bring in your profits
for your other ancillaryproducts.

The other item is that we didn't feel that it was necessaryfor a grossvaluation to be
conducted annually. That statement shouldbe qualified. I shouldsay that it wasn't
necessary to be conductedannuallyif additionalreserveswere not established. If
additional reserveswere establishedas a result of doing a gross premium valuation,
then obviouslyyou're going to have to review that exerciseannually to insurethat the
reserves are appropriate.

And then there's othersourcesfor the gross premium valuation. One of them is a
periodicrate analysisthat the pricing actuary is usingor generating. It's important for
the valuationactuary to talk to the pricing actuary just to see where there's a
difference, especiallyin lightof allthe changes that are occurringin small-group
medical. Also, models that are employed in the financial forecast of the company
would be another sourceof gross premium valuation.

Projectionperiodsfor small-groupmedicalare very different than for life insurance. In
life insurancenormally you would want to do projectionsfor a longenough period
untilyou deem your reservesare insignificant. As longas we have the abilityto
change rates very frequently, that would make a gross premium valuationover a long
term academic. In group healththe risk is really in the lag in recognitionof an
increasedtrend and the realizationof increasedpremiums. It's a much shorter risk
period. We felt that no more than three years should be used in the gross premium
valuation otherwise it becomes an academic exercise.

The topic of durationalreservesis broughtup often when talking about small-group
medical. We felt that pricing policiesof companiesneed to be considered,as well as
the expenses. Rememberwe were limitingthe practicenotes to the statutory
reserves. The frequencyof the rate changesis also important. A flatter morbidity
curve will be expected in states with guaranteedissue and portabilityof coverage.
The change in the morbidity curve will be dependent on how your company has
underwritten in the past. We felt that the best way to handle this is if you did a
gross premium valuation. This would demonstrate the need for any additional
reserves, The durationalreserves, by themselves, do not necessarilyhave to be
established.
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Another common question is the underwritingcycle. Assumptions regarding the
claim and/or underwriting cyclecan be reflected. We reallyfelt that this was more of
a surplusadequacy testing. At this point intime, the opiniondoes not cover surplus
adequacy. We are only opiningon the adequacy of reserves. You couldinclude
referenceto the cycle, but it was not required.

Now let's discussthe brave new world of small-group insurance. There's minimum
loss ratios in some states and premium refund provisions. I believethat is in New
Jersey. Assessmentsand participationin variousstate reinsurancepoolsvary by
company. Some of the pools are voluntary. Some of the poolsare mandatory. You
have riskadjusters at least in one state, New York. We don't do businessin New
York, but I'm told that there is a mechanismto use a riskadjuster. Any kind of
redistributionof premium must be taken into considerationin developingyour opinion
for the statement.

This is a technical subject. Valuation work for the small-groupactuary has certainly
changed. It is hoped we all will have a highercomfort level than we did before.

MR. HARRIS: Our next speakeris going to be John Hartnedy who is goingto talk
about appointedactuary issuesin the individualmajor medical area. John is vice
presidentand chief actuary with GoldenRuleInsurance Company, and he's been
there for about six years. John practicesin the area of individualmajor medical, and
he is alsoon the PracticeNotes Committee.

MR. JOHN A. HARTNEDY: I want to give you an idea of what we did in Golden
Rule when we preparedour actuarialopinionlist in 1992. This is somethingthat I
kind of always objected to at actuarialmeetings. You walk in and you listen to a
whole seriesof numbers, and I probablyshouldhave learned from the last time that I
did something like this. I was well into my talk and it occurred to me that maybe I
could not be heard in the back of the room. I raised my voice and said, "Is there
anybody who can't hear me?" And sure enough, the fellow sitting way out in the
back put up his hand and said that he couldn't hear me. As soon as he did that, a
gentleman sitting right here where Bob is stood up and said, "Can I change places
with him?"

In our actuarialopinion, we do primarily individualand major medicalbusiness. We do
a limited amount of life and annuity, and so we did cash-flowtesting, but that was
for our life and annuity line. By far, the major premium that we do is individualmajor
medical. In our actuarialopinion, we commented on all the C-1 through C-4 risks.
As far as the first comment on the C-1 risk,namely asset default, we saidthe risk for
that was minimal. We have short-term or marketablelong-term assets. To get that
in perspectivea little bit better, our actualhealth premium was $576 millionin 1992
out of the $750 millionof total premiumthat the company did. Our exhibit 9, under
premium reserveswas $70 million. And keep in mindthat we only sell monthly or
quarterly business. We will not even sell semiannualor annualpremium. But that
unearned premium runs off very rapidly.

Our exhibit 11, IBNR, was $62 million. Well, that's about a month-and-a-halfworth
of premium. We look at date of servicefor our claims. We prideourselvesin very
fast claim service. Once determined the recordsare complete, our goal is a five-day
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turnaround. Ninety percent of our claims are paid within 90 days of incurral. So, our
keys are to either have cash to cover those reservesor marketable securities,some-
thing that we can mark to market real quick. Obviously,we did not do durational
studieswith 30-year Treasuries. A durationalstudy obviouslywould have created a
mismatch, but the key thing is we're able to readily sellthose products, and we do
look at a mark to market. But we do not look specificallyat a durationmatch simply
because of the very shortdurationand if we know the marketabilityof the assets
that we do have.

I have a comment on the C-3 risk. We do not have any noncancelablebusiness,we
have very little disabilityincome (DI). Disintermediationrisk for us is immaterial, and
the investment risk is manageable. That's basicallywhat we saidto that issue. Now
things get a little bit more interesting. ConsiderC-2 risk and premium adequacy. We
diddo a gross premium valuation. We are based in the state of Illinois. Larry Gorski
is the actuary. His department sent out a letter and informed us that we were going
to do a gross premium valuation. We didn't know whether that was on his authority,
but this time we did it anyway. I think that turned out to be a very good suggestion
on his part. I think it's a good ideathat we do that. The key thing with premium
adequacy or C-2 risk is that you have good management.

Beyond that, some of the key things that we kept in mind when we did this, of
course, were that our liabilities,as I describedto you, are very short. Our policycan
be canceled on its anniversary. We study our claimsby usingcompletionpractice.
And, as I mentioned, this is basedon date of service. We note at the end of the year
any work flow changes. For example, at the end of last year, we began imaging and
we had reached way behind in the processingof our claims. We watched these
things and, therefore, pushed our IBNR reservesup substantiallyat the end of 1992.
We have now basicallycaught up. We study those reservesas they work their way
out, and our increasingreservesseem to be relatively accurate.

In analyzingour products, it was interestingwe had sold a short-term product. That
was a part of ourbusiness a few years ago when we paid littleattention to it. We
didn't bother to note or to recallwhen we were doing our reserves that in our short-
term product our incurraldate for claims is stated in the product as beingthe date
that you first had any diagnosisor treatment for the disease, which, of course, is a
very differentdefinitionthan date of service. And these are the thingsthat I think we
need to watch for when we do our gross premium valuations. Fortunately, when we
found this a couple of years ago, it was still a relativelysmall reserve, and so when
we raised our reserves to cover that definition,it did not really have a noticeable
impact on the profitabilityof the company or the reservesthat we were holding. But
this deep analysis,if you will, that we should do does have its benef'¢s.

We put in a claim settlement expense of about 2-3% in our gross premium valuation.
We do a comparisonof average reservesto monthly premium. We take a look at
average reserves that we hold to the kind of policy. These are thingsthat we do on
a running basisto see if anything strange is happeningwith our reserves. We use a
gross unearned premium reserve, and we do it on the exact day basis. There are
contract reserves that we hold. Those are our medical and some of our older

guaranteed renewal business,but that is a very small proportionof ourbusiness. Our
age claimsare running about 1%, which we find as being fairly typical of the
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industry. It is just built into our completion factors, but we do watch the age claims
just because we want to be concerned. We want to be sure that we're on top of it
if something really strange seems to happen there.

I will talk more about the details in premium adequacy, but before I do, I want to talk
about C-4 risk or the external influence. Again, here the key thing is the management
of your company. On rate increases, which I believe are absolutely crucial in this
area, historically now Golden Rulegets the needed increases with limited delays. We
learned our lesson in 1988. We filed a rate increase in March 1988, and if you
remember the 1988-89 year, they were very bad years for the health industry. We
filed about a 30% rate increase in March 1988, and we were way ahead of where
most of the rest of the companies were at. We had a beck of a time getting that
rate increase approved. It took us until September when we finally had most of the
states approving that rate increase and implementing it. We filed the next rate
increase in October. We lost about a third of our surplus in 1988. We vowed to
ourselves that was not going to happen to us again. One of the things that we did
was for administrative reasons. It was much less expensive for us to implement our
rate increases at basically the same time, but we were not implementing the states
without approval first or states as quickly as we got approval. We changed our
system for, I guess, obvious reasons. To make sure that we could implement rate
increases on states without approval or those that approved as soon as that hap-
pened. In other words, we can implement rate increases on a state-by-state basis.
We have also taken the position that we will approve states that do not approve rate
increases. Every time we have done that we have won. We are not a favorite
among the regulators. I bet that surprises you, doesn't it? We win because we want
to run our loss ratios noticeably higher than the minimum required in the state. I think
all that points out to you is, when we get rate increasesturned down, that it probably
has a lot more to do with the political process than it has to do with an actuarial
process.

The other things that we have done is now only 12% of our major medical business
earned premium is subject to state approval. We've done two things. We sell an
association product. If you officially ask us, the major reason that we do that is that
it holds down administrative costs. You could do a much more similar product state
by state. That I would say is true. I can't prove it to you by the level of our
expenses. The very obvious thing that we all know that it does is that it gets us out
of a long drawn-out process of getting our rate increases approved.

We've had outside attorneys do a detailed analysis of which states really have legal
rate approval. I would suspect that, if I told you 28 states do not have rate approval,
that you would be quite surprised. We have gone to states that have insisted on
approval and have beat them in court on that issue. We think it is absolutely key to
the financial solvency of the company. Now, of the other 23 states, I'm counting
District of Columbia, we have in nine of those states something called guaranteed loss
ratio. If we guarantee to meet the loss ratio, then we are not subject to front-end
approval of the rates. That leaves for us 14 states that had rate approval. One of
those is New York. We do not sell in New York, and I suppose the major reason you
could say that is because we're licensed there. Some companies that doesn't seem
to bother. That does make a difference to us, so we don't sell in New York. Other

states we do not sell in, New Jersey, Rhode Island, Vermont, North Carolina, and
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Kansas. I've narrowed it down to a very small number of states, those where we
actually sell business and are subject to rate approval.

I have found it interesting, and maybe it's because of what happened to us in 1988-
89, that a lot of actuaries don't seem to be that concerned about that issue. I think
you need to be very aware in your gross fee and valuation. You need to be aware
that a lot of times the approval process is delayed arbitrary reasons. I think you have
a responsibility to your company when you do gross premium valuations to make
some anticipation of the impact that arbitrary delay may have on your bottom line.

I found it interesting when we received our rating from Standard and Poor's. I think
we're a AA minus. Does that sound right? It's quite a good rating for a company
that does primarily accident and health. One of the reasons that we received as
favorable a rating as we did was because of our ability to get rate increases. I found
the flip side of that rather interesting. That when it comes to the solvency of a
company, clearly Standard and Poor's feels that the regulation done in the states is
detrimental. That was the only conclusion I could come to from what the people
there said.

Let's discuss our gross premium valuation on some of the assumptions now. This is
the exciting part. I get to do actuary stuff. I'm going to tell you some numbers. We
started with ScheduleH. We did a ten-year projection. Discountshad an interest
rate of 5.5%, We took a look ven/specifically in our statement and looked at our
1992 experienceand studied our durationalbetween 1991-92, our durationallapse
rates inthat given calendaryear. Our major medical new businesshad droppedoff
on a calendar-yearbasis;first-year businessdroppedoff at a rate of about 27%, Our
really old businessvaried between 25% and 17.5%, Most of it was down in the
17.5% range. We found our Medicare-supplement business in the 1993 calendar
year. Again, this was at a first-year lapse rate of 18.5%. Five-year old business was
as low as 12.5%, For the older business, we found that the lapse rates or termina-
tion rates began to increase after the fifth duration. Small group was 25%, then
20%, and rating down by 100 basis points a year to 15 points. Concerning our
1992 expenses, admissions averaged 12%. That's first-year renewal. By the way,
our top expense with admission was 25%. Our renewal is 5%. Our expenses are at
14.5%. Again, that includes first year and renewal. So, we came out to 29%, We
assumed inflation in our expenses at 4% a year, but generally since this is a closed
block, we found that the average commissions kept decreasing and offset each other.
We assumed inflation of 8%. We'll go to the scenarios. The first scenario that we
ran was all rate increases take place as planned. Our gross premium valuation
showed our business was worth about a $130 million.

In scenario two, we assumed in year two that we only obtained half the rate
increase, but we were able to make it up in the third year out. By third year, I don't
mean duration. I mean third year from 1992. That block value of our business was
$130-115 million.

Our third scenario was that we only got half the rate increase in year two, but we
were not ever able to catch up. That dropped the value of the business to $61
million.
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Our fourth scenario and last was the claims increased at 1.5 times the rate of the
gross premium increase. We were behind every year. We still had a positive value of
$60 million to our business. Our true group line is small at Golden Rule. It's the only
line with losses in two of the scenarios. We were not that concerned because it can
be nonrenewed or we could get more aggressive in our rate increases. We felt good
about our gross premium valuation. We felt that we had learned something in the
process of having to do that, and I haven't told Larry Gorski that his insistence that
we do it I think was very well-founded. One of these times, I will build up the nerve
to tell him that he was right, and as far as my argument about doing it, I must
concede I don't think we were accurate.

One of the things that I think we need to keep in mind as actuaries is the fact that
there is RBC out there now. In other words, surplus requirements for our companies,
particulady if we're in the health line,have been noticeably increased. There are
guarantee funds out there. We should get active and promote things like portability,
and what I mean by that is once you enter the system you can stay in the system.
In other words, there is great protection among those three ideas for the consumer.
We're really reducing the risk to the consumer when he purchases our product, t just
want you to keep those things in the back of your mind.

The responsibility of the actuary then becomes one that I believe is communication:
communication with our investment officers, with our management. I found it
somewhat embarrassing when our president walked out that he was real impressed
we bought the task system. We're running this thing. We have people involved with
it. We're modeling our assets. I mean we're doing just a wonderful job. Larry Gorski
found no criticisms of our actuarial opinion, and he really looks at these things. And I
thought that was a great accomplishment right there. And particularly Golden Rule is
notable as being aggressive with regulators. I assume that if anybody is looked at
carefully, it will be us. And we have no criticism of our ectuadal opinion. So, in my
own humble and unbiased opinion, I was very proud of the work that we have done.
And our president walks up to me and he says, I know you got this thing done, so
you didn't break the law, but what good is this to management? I realized I was
missing the major point.

Really the major point of why we ought to be doing what we're doing has to do with
communication, and I think that is a professional responsibility of ours as actuaries to
educate our management, educate the regulators to let them know what is really
happening with the business that exists in our company. That expertise can be hired.
It's not just an issue of how equipped we are in our own companies. When we do
these projections, I think there is a very professional obligation. This is not in the
practice notes. We ought to be testing actual experience against the projections that
we make. For our future projections, we can become more reliable. We can look at
it ourselves and see how good a job that we really did and maybe spot some of
those things that we missed. It will lend credence to what we do over the years.

I'm one of the people who does believe that the actuary should be required eventually
to speak to surplus adequacy. I don't think that puts me in the majority of the
opinion. I do think a number of things would have to be changed before we take
that responsibility on and can act more like the actuaries of Canada. Real profession-
als bring something to the table as to the value of our business and the value of our
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companies. Right now, we are advocating that responsibility to regulators. Anything
that they see that goes wrong, they're going to produce a law or a regulation to limit
what we do and to limit product availability. Here is a simple example. It sounds
good to say, raise loss ratios. Now, think about that. Why isn't it left to competition
what people can buy? I'Ugrant you there's a problem, in my opinion, of proper
disclosureout there, about the historyof the rates we charge, the history of our rate
increases. Our consumersought to know that.

I'm still trying to talk our company into doing it, and the major reason we haven't is
we figure, at this point, we'd be at a tremendouscompetitive disadvantagebecause
nobody else does it. And I'm sure that that's a good enoughreasonthat I haven't
been able to sellthe ideayet. I would liketo try it, and let's just say I'm probably not
the most popularactuary among marketing people. I would like to see that kind of
disclosurerather than regulators. For example,when you raisethe lossratios, you
sell primarily in a transitional market, short termers. If you push up that loss ratio,
then what I probablyought to do is financialunderwritingand cut out the short
payments, but that's ourmarketplace. Who arethe uninsuredout there? They are
those 30 millionpeople whom we hearabout; 70% of those are uninsuredfor 12
months or less. That's our market in individualmajor medical. When you start
pushingup lossratios,which soundsgood, you're basicallygoing to be telling us,
don't write very short termers.

Just a small point to make the point. The solutionis not more regulation. The
solution, I think, is in a more professionalresponsibilityon our part. The regulatorsdid
things like attack the junk-bond market. They did this in the thrift market. I don't
have to tell you what happened in the savingsand loan market. Do I think it was
solelybecause of what regulatorsdid? No, I don't think that. I don't think that was
an insignificantthing that they did. They causedthat market to drop out. That
market is coming back now. You let the regulatorsrunour business. Maybe it will
make life easierfor us, but I don't think it's doing ourconsumersthe least bit of a
favor. We have a responsibility. We're professionals. We are not politicians. We
should not sit down and be at the table to cut the nice dealsthat make the politicians
happy. We are professionals. I think we all have a greaterresponsibilityin the area
that goes beyond what's showing up in currentpractice notes: To educate our
management, educate our agents in what we can, and educate our publicon the
insurancebusiness on the solvencyof our company.

MR. HARRIS: As you've heard, you have a choice of valuation methods, not just
cash-flow testing when opiningon the adequacyof health insurancereserves.
However, you do need to look at the assets. As Karensaid, you have to take a look
to make sure that the annuity people didn't allocate all the foreclosedreal estate to
the health insuranceplan. And John may not realizeit, but he's actuallyusing one of
the more advanced asset/liabilitytechniques,which is market-value analysis. He's
lookingat the market value of his assetscompared to the market value of his
liabilities.

Our next speaker is goingto be Art Wilmes. Art is going to talk about a line of health
insurancethat does requiresome type of cash-flow testing. Art's going to talk about
disabilityinsurance. Art is a Milliman and Robinsonemployee. He's been with M&R
for 13 years. He's a consultingactuary with the Indianapolisoffice, and he has
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experience in the health insurance line with concentration in managed care products
and DI.

MR. ARTHUR L. WlLMES: The issue of cash-flow testing for individual DI insurance
is still in relative infancy. Much literature has been published on cash-flow testing for
life insurance products particularly as it relates to interest sensitive insurance products.
Compared to the attention this class of insurance has received, very little individual
disabilityliteraturehas been written.

GUIDEMNES AND STANDARDS

The cash-flow-testing processfor individualDI insuranceis based upon traditional
actuarial techniquesand processes. As the valuationactuary, you will be responsible
for producingan analysisand documentationthat reflectsthese techniques. As such,
you will need to be cognizantof the variouspractice standards and guidelinesthat will
affect the valuation process.

Health InsurancePracti_ Notes - IndividualDI (Draft Form).

Health insurancepracticenotes have recently been promulgated by the State Health-
care IssuesCommittee of the American Academy of Actuaries. The Individual
DisabilityIncome InsuranceNote, like its nondisabilltycounterparts, has been devel-
oped to address issues related to the valuationactuary. In particular, the note
providesguidance regardingcompliancewith the Standard Valuation Law (SVL) and
Model Regulationand the Actuarial Standards Board(ASB) ASPs as it relatesto
determining adequatestatutory reservelevelsfor individualDI insurance.

A comprehensive discussionof this practicenote is contained in an adjoiningarticle.
That article delineatesspecificdetailsof the note. Primarily, the note addresseskey
considerationsfor developingSection 7 and Section8 statements of opinion. Section
7 and Section 8 opinionsare defined inthe SVL. The key difference in these two
types of opinionis that a Section8 opinionaddressesasset adequacy issuesin
additionto an opinionas to reserve adequacy.

ASP No. 5 - Incurred Health Claim Liabides
ASP No. 5 sets forth the areasof analysisthat valuationactuaries should consider
when developingopinionsas to incurred health claim liabilities. Key areasrelated to
individual DI discussedin this ASP are (1) conservatism, (2) components to includein
incurred health claim liabilities,(3) recognition of the time value of money, (4) recogni-
tion of claim settlement expenses,and (5) importance of follow-up studies.

ASP No. 7 - PerformingCash-Row Testing For Insurers
ASP No. 7 sets forth the areasof analysisthat valuation actuaries shouldconsiderin
conducting cash-flowtesting or cash-flow analysisfor an insurer. Key areas related to
individual DI discussedin this ASP are (1) cash-flow-testingpractices and alternatives,
(2) development of scenarios,(3) projectionof asset cash flows, (4) projectionof
liabilityor obligationcash flows, and (5) development of assumptions.
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ASP No. 14 - When to Do Cash-Flow TealJngfor Lifeand Health Insurance
Compar_
ASP No, 14 provides guidanceto the valuationactuary regardingthe appropriateness
of cash-flow testing as part of a professionalopinionfor a life or health insurance
company. Key areasrelated to individualDI discussedinthis ASP are (1) the
appropriatenessof cash-flow testing, (2) reasons for cash-flow testing, and (3)
communicationsand disclosures(i.e., actuarial report) related to cash-flow testing.

ASP No. 22 - Statutory Statements of Opinion Based on Asset Adequacy Analysis
by Appointed Actuariesfor Lifeor Health Insurers
ASP No. 22 providesguidanceto the valuationactuary regardingthe statement of
actuarialopinionrelatingto resen/esand other actuarialitemswhen the opinion is
preparedin accordancewith the SVL and Section 8 of the model regulation. Key
areas relatedto individualDI discussedinthis ASP are (1) technical requirementsand
professionalqualificationsfor the actuarialopinion,(2) form, content, and recom-
mended languageof the Section 8 opinion,and (3) communicationsand disclosures.

ASP No. 23 - Data Quarto/
The inclusionof this standard may at first seem unusual,however, it is an important
guidelinefor the valuation actuary since reliance upon data preparedby others is likely
in forming an opinion. ASP No. 23 providesguidanceto the valuation actuary
regardingdata selection,data review, and appropriatedisclosures. Key areasrelated
to individualDI discussedin this ASP are (1) selectionof appropriatedata, (2} use of
imperfect data, (3) reliance upon data suppliedby others, and (4) communicationsand
disclosures.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE GENERAL MODEL

The primary step in the cash-flow-testingprocessis the developmentof the general
model. In other words, this means the groupingof the in force policiesfor the
purposesof cash-flow testing.

During the 1992 Presidentialcampaign,a familiarsloganthat quickly became cliche
was, "It's the economy, stupid." An analogoussloganfor cash-flow testing could be,
"it's a model, stupid." The model that the actuary developsfor purposesof cash-
flow testing is as it is stated, a model. It is not, norshould it be viewed as, an exact
duplication of the individualDI line of business. A sureprocesskiller for cash-flow
testing is the need or desireto reproduceevery singlepolicy record. A sense of
perspective is very helpful. There are numerous assumptionsused in the modeling
process. Since those assumptionsare best estimatesonly, they are likely to vary
from actual experienceemergingin future years for which the projectionis prepared.
Since variancesfrom assumptions are likely to occur, variancesin actual-to-projected
resultsare also likelyto occur. The perspectivelesson,therefore, tellsus that the
generalized model is only one in a myriad of cash-flow elements that is subject to
variance.

There needs to be a certain level of constraint in the modeling process. The con-
straint is dictated by the sophistication of the projection system (computing efficiency)
and the level of fit. At a minimum, the model should reproduce at least 90% of the
in-force business. The model should be critically reviewed if the level of fit is below
90%.
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Grouping techniquesare acceptable and are certainly used in the development of the
general model. The level of groupingis contingentupon a review of the policiesin
force. Policyin-forcereviews are basedupon various sorts of the in-forcepolicy
listing. The types of sorts shouldbe basedupon the variousratebook characteristics
of the in force. Sort routinesshouldbe developed to determinethe amount of in
force for variousage cells, policydurations,occupationalclasses,policyseries,
eliminationperiods,benefit periods, and riders. Policyseries groupingis important
since it is very likely that key assumptionswill vary by seriesdue to differencesin
morbidity, distributionsources,product designor contract languagevariations, and
underwriting.

Models for large blocksof individualDI linescan become very complicated,very
quickly. Forexample, a model based upon five policy series, five benefit periods,four
occupationalclasses,five age cells,two sexes, three sales channels,and three riders
can amount to 36,000 cells. When you compound that with the different policy
durations that will be reflected, it can quickly be seen that the model will become
quite large. This example of a model may not be unreasonablefor most individualDI
insurersthat have been in businessfor a number of years.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE UABILITY MODEL

The liability model is composed of two parts: the active life model and the model for
lives on claim. There are variations in practice as to whether these submodels are
actually done separatelyor in combination. If feasible, it is probablypreferableto
develop two separate liabilitysubmodelssincethe modeling approachand assump-
tions will vary for each submodel.

Active Life Model

The active life model is used to project cash-flow items such as premiums,benefit
payments, and expenses. Also includedwould be reservebalancesand net invest-
ment income earned on such reserves. Groupingtechniques are used in the develop-
ment of the active life model. The key assumptionsused in the active life model
includemorbidity, expenses, lapsesor persistency,and net investment income.

The morbidity assumptionis based uponthe ongoing morbidityanalysisconducted by
the company. Those companies subjectto GAAP accountingperiodicallyconduct
morbiditystudies. Upon review of the recentmorbidity analysis,the valuationactuary
sets the base assumptionand trends as to future directionsin morbid_b/.

Morbiditystudies commonly take two forms: development studiesand actual-to-
expected studies that review claim frequencyand claim terminationrates. Actual-to-
expected studies of claim frequency and termination rates arepreferable to develop-
ment studies sinceclaim development has a very long tail and preliminary resultsare
leveragedby claim reserve estimates that are based upon undevelopedor outdated
information. It is very important to analyze variancesin morbidityby policyseries
since resultingmorbiditywill be impactedby salespractices,policybenefits,and
underwriting employed when a certain policy series went to market.

Expenseassumptionsincludecommissions;claim settlement expenses;policy
maintenance expenses;taxes, licenses,and fees; and other appropriateexpenses.
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These assumptions should reflect current expense studies, commission contracts, and
taxes, licenses, and fees ratios.

The lapse assumption is based upon the ongoing lapse analysis conducted by the
company. Similar to morbidity, such studies are periodically conducted as part of
GAAP. A key concern in conducting lapse studies is the appropriate measurement of
exposure. Generally, premiums are used to measure exposure since they are a better
indicator of the amount of benefit risk that is exposed. Some companies have, for a
number of years, used a conservation technique called rewrites or makeovers. These
result when an in force policy is adjusted to a larger face amount. The lapse study
must be carefully constructed to account for the impact of makeovers. Lapse results,
if not done propedy, can be distorted by years in which heavy makeovers have
occurred.

The interest assumption is based upon the composite net returns projected for future
policy durations. The development of this assumption is discussed more fully in a
later section.

Model for Lives on Claim

The model for liveson claim is used to projectcash flows for those claims in claim
status at the projection'svaluationdate. Projecteditems includebenefit payments,
claim termination, and claim settlement expenses. Groupingtechniquesare rarely
used in the development of the model for lives on claim. A seriatim projectionis
almost always done. The key assumptionsused in this model includeclaim termina-
tions, required interest,and expenses.

As with the active life model, morbidity studies will be essentialin setting assump-
tions. If credibletermination studies are not performed, the actuary will need to rely
upon termination assumptions developedfrom pricing work.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ASSET MODEL

The first step in developingthe asset model is the allocationof assetsto the individual
DI line of business. Generallythe asset portfolio will includeinvestments such as
bonds, mortgages, collateralizedmortgage obligations(CMOs), realestate, and other
miscellaneousasset types. Duringthe allocationprocess, it may be advantageousto
seek surplustrading opportunities. Some assetsare inherentlydifficult to model, for
example, realestate or exotic CMOs. If feasible, it may be beneficialto trade some of
these assets with surplusto eliminateasset modeling complications.

The assets are generallyprojectedon a seriatim basis. If groupingneedsto be done,
assets with similarcash-flow characteristicsshouldbe combined. Examplesof similar
characteristics include,but are not limited to, couponrates, market rates, yield rates,
maturity and callstructure, sector type (e.g., government groups, corporategroups),
and quality groups.

Normal bonds are generallyprojected basedupon the coupon rate, yield rate, and call
provisions. Call provisionsare modeled by means of calltriggers, which assume that
a bond will be called if current interest rates drop a certain number of interest basis
points,generally 100-300 basis points.
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Mortgages are modeled based upon the interest rate and prepayment provisions.
Commercial mortgages may include yield maintenance provisions, which assurea
certain yield level if a prepayment is made. Some mortgages can add additional
sophistication such as variable interest and scheduled balloon payments. Mortgage
prepayments are generally modeled by means of prepayment assumptions conditioned
upon the spread between the mortgage interest rate and current interest rates. The
prevalent approach is to base prepayments upon multiples of public securities
association (PSA) ratios or formulas that reflect the current interest spread.

CMOs are very difficult to project. A CMO in its very basic form may be projected
like a mortgage, however, it is unlikely that you will have a very basic CMO in your
portfolio. A CMO is basically a section of a mortgage pool that is dependent upon
the activities of the other segments in the pool. Payment schedules and the rules for
when payments will occur are variable and very complex. There are several services
that project CMOs. It is generally more feasible to have these assets projected by
such services.

Uke CMOs, real estate is also difficult to project. Generally these asset types are
handled by the corporate investment department or outside experts.

In modeling assets, assumptions need to be made for reinvestment strategies and/or
disinvestment strategies. In other words, methods to deal with positive and/or
negative cash flows. These strategies are generally developed with heavy reliance
placed upon the corporate investment department.

MODEL RECONCILIATION

The model, when developed, needsto be validated to ensurethat the results pro-
jected by the model are reasonable. Overall results can be compared with internal
businessplansor projectionsif the businessplan is developed outsideof the valuation
area. Since these two functions are consistent and likely handled by the same
actuaries, this comparison may not be valid. It is also important to compare results
for various model subcells with recent pricing studies. Differences that occur should
be reconciled.

Morbidity is a key area for model reconciliation. Aggregate loss ratios (both interest
adjusted and noninterest adjusted) produced by the model should be calculated and
compared to historic experience near the valuation date. Trends in future loss ratios
should be reviewed in order to determine whether reasonable patterns are projected.
Projected gains/losses in the model for lives on claim should be reviewed and com-
pared to the results of recent claim development studies.

Recast reconciliations should also be performed. In a recast reconciliation, the model
is shifted backward and compared to recent actual cash-flow results.

TESTING SCENARIOS

Unlike life insurancecash-flow testing, there are no generallyaccepted scenariosto
use in conducting cash-flow testing for individualDI insurance. The scenarios
developed should be based upon both the characteristicsof your company and your
business line. The practice notes and ASPs provide some general guidance for
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developing scenarios. In developing scenarios, it is important to reflect various key
factors such as economic outlook, morbidity, lapses, expenses, and interest rates.

Currently, economic scenarios form the rationale for variations in other assumptions
such as morbidity and lapses.

The morbidity scenaries that are tested tend to be very basic with fist multipliers or
flat/variable additions to projected loss ratios. In developing these simple tests you
should review prior experience and historic variations in loss ratio results to determine
the cause of the variation. In doing so, you can develop a rationale and some basis
for altemstive morbidity scenarios. In the future, methods will likely be developed that
include dynamic morbidity models much like the dynamic models used for interest
sensitive life insurance products. These models will provide for confidence intervals
with respect to morbidity so that the results at various levels of confidence can be
determined.

The New York Regulation 127 interest rates are generally used for interest rate
scenarios. Although these scenarios are used in life insurance cash-flow testing, it is
not necessarily obvious that these scenarios are appropriate for the assets backing the
DI line of business. If the New York Regulation 126 rates are used, you will need to
be careful to assess the reasonableness of some of the cash-flow-testing results when
adverse interest ratesand adversemorbiditysensitivitiesare run. These scenarioswill
likelybe the areas in which test failureoccurs. As the valuationactuary, you will
need to form an opinionas to whether the rationalesupportingsuch scenariosis
realisticwithin the context of the individualDI lineof business.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This discussionhas attempted to summarize the current process of cash-flow testing
for individualDI insurance. Some techniquesand standards have been developed
borrowingfrom the techniques used for life insurancecash-flowtesting. Modifica-
tions to existingtechniques,however, will continueto evolve reflectingthe character-
istics of the individualDI line of business. IndividualDI actuaries lookforward to

continuingthe dialogueand advancingthe development of cash-flow testing for
individualDI insurance.
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